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Abstract. We derived the equations for the double layers in Quadratic Gravity,
using solely the least action principle. The advantage of our approach is that, in
the process of calculation, the δ′-function does not appear at all, and the δ-functions
appear for a moment and are mutually canceled prior to integration. We revealed
the peculiar structure of the obtained equations, namely, that the surface energy-
momentum tensor of the matter fields (constituents of the thin shells) does not play
a role in the determination of the trajectory of the double layer. Also, we suggested
that the space-like double layers may provide us with the adequate description of the
creation of the universe from the black hole singularity. The related topics, including
the Gauss-Bonnet term and F (R)-theories, are shortly discussed.
Keywords : gravitation, General Relativity, quadratic gravity, cosmology
1. Introduction
The role of the exact solutions in the understanding of physical phenomena can hardly
be overestimated. Since the field equations of any relativistic theory of gravitation is
highly nonlinear, the search for the solutions becomes the very uneasy task. That’s
why the investigation of singular distributions of matter fields plays an important role.
In the case of General Relativity the singular hypersurfaces were first investigated by
W. Israel [1, 2, 3]. He considered the δ-function-like matter energy-momentum tensor
and found that the extrinsic curvature tensor, describing embedding of the singular
hypersurface into the 4-dimensional space-time, undergoes a jump. The curvature in
such a situation also exhibits the δ-function behavior. Note that a jump in curvature
can be interpreted as the gravitational shock wave. In Quadratic Gravity the situation is
more subtle. If one would allow the δ-function behavior of the curvature, then, in generic
case, there would appear the δ2-terms already in the Lagrangian, what is forbidden in
the conventional theory of distributions. Therefore, the curvature may have, at most,
jumps at the singular hypersurface. Then, since the field equations in Quadratic Gravity
are of second order in derivatives of the curvature (i.e., fourth order in derivatives of
the metric tensor), the appearance of the terms proportional both to δ-function and its
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derivative, δ′-function, is inevitable. This, by definition, is what we call the “double
layer”.
Thus, we see, that in Quadratic Gravity the gravitational shock waves are dressed
in the double layer uniform. The thin shells in the quadratic gravity were investigated
by H. -H. von Borzeszkowski and V. P. Frolov [4]. J. M. M. Senovilla recognized that
the double layer appear as well and derived the double layer equations in the bulk (see
details in [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]). He did this in a quite general form. In the present paper we
would like to derive the double layer equations from the least action principle only and
will use as much as possible the Gauss normal coordinate system associated with the
singular hypersurface, in order to make the results more physically readable and ready
for the applications.
2. Preliminaries
We start from definitions. The action integral of Quadratic Gravity is
Sgr =
∫
Ω
L2
√−g d4x (1)
with the Lagrangian
L2 = α1RµνλσRµνλσ + α2RµνRµν + α3R2 + α4R + α5Λ, (2)
where Rµνλσ is Riemann curvature tensor
Rµνλσ =
∂Γµνσ
∂xλ
− ∂Γ
µ
νλ
∂xσ
+ Γµ
κλΓ
κ
νσ − ΓµκσΓκνλ, (3)
Rµν is Ricci tensor
Rµν = R
λ
µλν , (4)
and R is the curvature scalar
R = Rλλ. (5)
We are working in the framework of Riemannian geometry, so, the dynamical
variables are components of the metric tensor gµν ,
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν , (6)
the indices are raised and lowered by gµν and its inverse g
µν (gµνgνλ = δ
µ
λ), and the
connections are just the Christoffel symbols
Γλµν =
1
2
gλκ (g
κµ,ν + gκν,µ − gµν,κ) , (7)
where comma (,) denotes a partial derivative.
The total action is given by the sum of the gravitational action, Sgr, and the action
for the matter fields, Sm,
Stot = Sgr + Sm, (8)
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and the least action principle requires the vanishing of the variation of the total action
inside the volume of integration, provided the values of the dynamical variables on the
overall boundary, ∂Ω, are fixed, i.e. δgµν |∂Ω = 0. Thus,
δStot = 0. (9)
The variation of Sm gives us, by definition, the energy-momentum tensor, Tµν , of the
matter field.
δSm ≡ 1
2
∫
Tµν(δg
µν)
√−g d4x = −1
2
∫
T µν(δgµν)
√−g d4x. (10)
We are interested here in the situation when the energy-momentum tensor has either
different behavior on two different sides of some hypersurface Σ0, or one has different
vacua separated by such a hypersurface, with the gravitating source concentrated on it.
Accordingly, we assume that the energy-momentum tensor has the form
T µν = Sµνδ(n) + T µν(+)θ(n) + T µν(−)θ(−n), (11)
where δ(n) is the Dirac’s δ-function, θ(n) is the Heaviside step function, and n = 0 is the
equation of the hypersurface Σ0, n(x
µ) = 0, such an equation being, of course, different
in (+) (“outer”) and (−) (inner) regions of the bulk. The tensor Sµν is called the surface
energy-momentum tensor (we assume that no derivatives of δ-function should appear,
i.e., no double wall with opposite signs of energy, no exotic matter on Σ0). The matching
conditions for the solutions in ±-regions are the equations for determining the surface
Σ0 itself.
The hypersurface Σ0 is characterized by 3-dimensional metric tensor γij (in what
follows we adopt the 4-dimensional signature (+− −−), the Greek indices take values
{0, 1, 2, 3}, while the Latin ones — {0, 2, 3} or {1, 2, 3}) and the extrinsic curvature
tensor Kij, which describes the embedding of a 3-dimensional surface into 4-dimensional
space-time. It is well known that, by suitable coordinate transformations (separately in
(+)- and (−)-regions) the metric tensor can be made continuous on any hypersurface.
We will consider here the non-null hypersurface Σ0. In such a case the famous example
is the Gauss normal coordinate system associated with Σ0. It reads
ds2 = ǫdn2 + γijdx
idxj , (12)
ǫ = ±1, γij = γij(u, x), (13)
where ǫ = +1, if Σ0 is space-like and ǫ = −1 if it is time-like, and n is a coordinate
along the outward normal to Σ0 (i.e., it goes from (−)- to (+)-region). We will use this
coordinates as the basic ones just nearby the hypersurface Σ0. The extrinsic curvature
tensor in the Gauss normal coordinate equals
Kij = −1
2
γij,n. (14)
Having continuous metric tensor on Σ0, what can be said about the extrinsic curvature
tensor Kij? The answer is different for General Relativity and Quadratic Gravity.
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In General Relativity the gravitational field equations, the Einstein equations are of
the second order in derivatives of the metric tensor. Hence, the appearance of δ-function
in the matter distribution leads to its appearance in the second derivatives of the metric
tensor, i.e., in the Riemann tensor. Therefore, their first derivatives, i. e., connection
coefficients should have a jump across the matching hypersurface Σ0,
[gµν,λ]|Σ0 6= 0, (15)
where [ ] = (+)− (−). Thus,
[Kij] 6= 0, (16)
in such a case Σ0 is called singular hypersurface, or the thin shell. The corresponding
matching conditions connecting these jumps with the surface energy-momentum tensor
Sij were first derived by W. Israel [1, 2, 3]. Note, if there is no δ-function in the matter
distribution, but only a jump, then the corresponding jump in the curvature describes
the gravitational shock wave accompanied by the shock wave in the matter.
In Quadratic Gravity the jumps in the connections and, consequently, the δ-
functions in the curvature, would result in the δ2-terms in the Lagrangian, what
is forbidden in the conventional theory of distributions. To avoid this, one has to
impose the Lichnerowicz conditions (see details and references in [11]), namely, the first
derivatives of the metric tensor must be continuous at the singular hypersurface,
[gµν ] = 0, (17)
hence
[Kij] = 0. (18)
The field equations now are of the fourth order in derivatives of the metric tensor (of
the second order in derivatives of the curvature). Therefore, we have two possibilities.
Either, the curvature is continuous at Σ0, then its second derivative may contain, at
most, the δ-function, which would become a counterpart of the δ-function term in the
energy-momentum tensor. This is the thin shell situation, but the equations will be
quite different from the Israel’s ones. Or the curvature undergoes a jump at Σ0, then,
its first derivative will contain the δ-function term, while the second derivative — δ′
(the derivative of the δ-function). In this case the singular hypersurface is called the
double layer. The equations of the double layer in Quadratic Gravity were first derived
by J. M. M. Senovilla.
The aim of the present work is to derive the equations for the double layer straight
from the least action principle.
Note that now the jump in the curvature, describing the gravitational shock wave,
may be or may not be accompanied by the shock wave in the matter distribution. Thus,
in Quadratic Gravity the pure gravitational shock wave may exist.
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3. Variation process
We are interested here in the field equation on the singular hypersurface Σ0, which play
the role of the matching conditions for the solutions in the (±)-regions (in the bulk)
where the matter energy-momentum tensors have different structure, or with different
vacuum solutions there. Therefore, we assume that the field equations in the bulk are
already fulfilled,
δStot(±) = 0. (19)
So,
δSgr(Σ0) = −δSm(Σ0) = 1
2
∫
Σ0
Tµν(δg
µν)
√
|γ| d3x, (20)
where γ is the determinant of the metric γij on singular hypersurface Σ0, introduced
above. Due to the Lichnerowicz conditions, we may have only jumps at Σ0 in the
curvature, no the Dirac’s δ-functions. Therefore, there will not be direct contributions
to the surface integral from the Lagrangian L2. So, we have to consider the variation of
the full gravitational action, but leaving only those terms that contribute to the surface
integral. For this very reason we will omit all the terms that proportional to δgµν(g
µν).
Following this rule we obtain
δSgr =
∫ (
(δLm) + 1
2
Lmgµν(δgµν)
)√−g d4x →∫ (δLm)√−g d4x, (21)
δSgr →
∫ (
2α1R
νλσ
µ (δR
µ
νλσ) + 2α2R
µν(δRµν)
+ 2α3Rg
µν(δRµν) + α4g
µν(δRµν)
)√−g d4x. (22)
The choice of just these combinations of the variations is dictated by the existence of
nice formulas, first found by Palatini [12]
δRµνλσ = (δΓ
µ
νσ);λ − (δΓµνλ);σ, (23)
where a semicolon (; ) denotes a covariant derivative with respect to the metric
connections Γ (Christoffel symbols) (note, that δΓµνλ is a tensor)‡. It is easy to show that
the term with α4 (Hilbert action) does not contribute to the integral over Σ0. Indeed,
using the Palatini formula, we obtain
α4
∫
gµν(δRµν)
√−g d4x = α4
∫ {
gµν
(
(δΓλµν);λ − (δΓλµλ);ν
)}√−g d4x
= α4
∫ {(
(gµν(δΓλµν);λ − (gµνδΓλµλ);ν
)}√−g d4x. (24)
Since, for any vector lσ one has lσ;σ
√−g = (√−glσ);σ, then the above expression is just
the linear combination of the full derivatives and, by Stokes’ theorem, equals
−α4
∫ (
gµν [δΓλµν)]− gµλ[δΓνµν)]
)
dSν , (25)
‡ V.A.B. is indebted to Prof. Friedrich Hehl for indication the author of this remarkable relation.
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where the vector dSν is directed along the normal coordinate n, (from the (−)-region
to the (+)-region). The change of the sign in front of the integral occurs due to our
definition [ ] = (+)− (−).
The Lichnerowicz conditions require [δΓλµν ] = 0, that is why there is no contribution
from the α4-term into the surface integral. So, we are left with
δSgr → 2
∫ {
α1R
νλσ
µ (δR
µ
νλσ) + α2R
µν(δRµν)
+ α3Rg
µν(δRµν)
}√−g d4x. (26)
It is convenient to consider α1, α2, and α3 parts separately.
3.1. α1 — patch
Let us denote the α1-patch by δSgr(α1). Substituting the Palatini formula gives
δSgr(α1) = 2α1
∫
R νλσµ (δR
µ
νλσ)
√−g d4x
= 2α1
∫
R νλσµ
(
(δΓµνσ);λ − (δΓµνλ);σ
)√−g d4x
= 4α1
∫
R νλσµ (δΓ
µ
νσ);λ
√−g d4x. (27)
The transition to the last line reflect a skew symmetric property of the Riemann
curvature tensor. The next step is extracting the full derivative,
δSgr(α1) = 4α1
∫ {(
R νλσµ (δΓ
µ
νσ)
)
;λ
− R νλσµ ;λ(δΓµνσ)
}√−g d4x. (28)
Here, for the first time, the δ-function shows itself. Indeed, since
R νλσµ = R
νλσ
µ (+)θ(n) +R
νλσ
µ (−)θ(−n) (29)
and [δΓµνσ] = 0, one has(
R νλσµ (δΓ
µ
νσ)
)
;λ
= [R νλσµ ](δΓ
µ
νσ)δ(n)n,λ + . . . (30)
(n(xµ) = 0 is an equation for Σ0). We see, however, that exactly the same expression
appears in the second term in the integrand, but with the opposite sign! And such
a situation will be repeated once and once more in the subsequent calculations. The
origin of this, of course, lies in the absence of the δ-functions in the Quadratic Gravity
Lagrangian L2. So, we are left with the integrals over (±)-regions only, and can safely
implement the Stokes’ theorem,
δSgr(α1) = − 4α1
∫
Σ0
[R νλσµ ](δΓ
µ
νσ)
√−gdSλ
− 4α1
∫
(±)
R νλσµ ;λ(δΓ
µ
νσ)
√−g d4x. (31)
(Note, again, the change of the sign in front of the surface integral.)
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Consider, first, the surface integral. In the Gauss normal coordinate system it
becomes
−4α1
∫
Σ0
[R νλσµ ](δΓ
µ
νσ)
√
|γ| d3x, (32)
n being the coordinate along the normal to Σ0, directing from (−) to (+). Below we
enlisted the nonzero components for the Christoffel symbols and jumps in the curvatures
in the Gauss normal coordinates (also for future use).
Γnij = ǫKij , Γ
i
nj = −Kij , Γlij = Γ˜lij ,
[Rninj] = [Kij,n], [Rnn] = γ
lp[Klp,n],
[Rij ] = ǫ[Kij,n], [R] = 2ǫK
lp[Klp,n]. (33)
But, one must be careful with δΓλµν . For the variation of the Christoffel symbol the
following expression is valid
δΓλµν =
1
2
gλκ ((δg
κµ);ν + (δgκν);µ − (δgµν);κ) . (34)
Thus, the integrand above becomes
[R νnσµ ](δΓ
µ
νσ) =
1
2
[Rµνnσ]
(
(δgµν);σ + (δgµσ);ν − (δgνσ);µ
)
= [Rµνnσ](δgµσ);ν =
[
Rnlnp
] (
(δgnp);l − (δglp);n
)
, (35)
where the known symmetries of the curvature tensor have been extensively used. Since
(δgnp);l = (δgnp)|l +K
r
l (δgrp)− ǫKlp(δgnn)
(δglp);n = (δglp),n +K
r
l (δgrp) +K
r
p(δglr), (36)
(with vertical line (|) denotes a 3-dimensional covariant derivative with respect to the
metric γij) then
[R νnσµ ](δΓ
µ
νσ) = g
ilgjp[Klp,n]
(
(δgnj)|i − (δgij),n
− ǫKij(δgnn)−Krj (δgir) ) . (37)
The problem is that, while in the Gauss coordinate system gnn = ǫ = const and
gni = 0, their variations, δgnn and δgni, are not zero. So, we have to use more general
coordinate system in order to deal with them. It seems that the most suitable one in
such a case is the following
ds2 = gnndn
2 + 2gnidndx
i + gijdx
idxj , (38)
where n is still the coordinate along the normal to the singular hypersurface Σ0. It is
well known that the metric tensor γij on any hypersurface n = const equals
γij = gij − gnignj
g00
. (39)
And, of course, after making the variations, one can, again, use the Gauss normal
coordinate system. Assuming this is the case, we obtain immediately
δgij|Σ0 = δγij,
δ(gij,n)|Σ0 = δ(γij,n) = −2δKij. (40)
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Inserting all this stuff into the integrand we obtain for the surface integral in question
4α1
∫
Σ0
[Klp,n]
(−2gilgjp(δKij)
+ǫK lpδ(gnn)− gilgjp(δgin)|j + gilKjp(δgij)
)√|γ| d3x. (41)
The only thing left, is to get rid of the 3-dimensional derivative (δgin)|j. This is an easy
exercise because of “the boundary of the boundary is zero”. The result is
4α1
∫
Σ0
(
−2gilgjp[Klp,n](δKij) + ǫK lp[Klp,n](δgnn)
+gilgjp[Klp,n|j](δgin) + g
ilgjp[Klp,n](δγij)
)√
|γ| d3x. (42)
Let us now turn to the remaining volume integral,
−4α1
∫
R νλσµ ;λ(δΓ
µ
νσ)
√−g d4x. (43)
Substituting the expression for δΓµνσ, we get
− 2α1
∫
Rµνλσ ;λ ((δgµν);σ + (δgµσ);ν − (δgνσ);µ)
√−g d4x
= − 4α1
∫
Rµνλσ ;λ(δgµσ);ν
√−g d4x→
→ 4α1
∫
Σ0
[Rµnλσ;λ](δgµσ)
√
|γ| d3x
= 4α1
∫
Σ0
[Rlnλσ ;λ](δglσ)
√
|γ| d3x (44)
(it is easy to show that Rnnλσ;λ = 0).
Going further, one finds
[Rlnλσ ;λ](δglσ) = [R
ninj
|j](δgin)
+
(
−[Rninj ,n] +Kil [Rnlnj] +K[Rninj ]
)
(δgij). (45)
And
[Rninj ,n] = g
ilgjp[Klp,nn] + 6K
jpgil[Klp,n]. (46)
Note, that [Rninj ,n] 6= [Rninj ],n.
Putting everything together, we obtain the following final result for δSgr(α1)
δSgr(α1) = 4α1
∫
Σ0
{
−2gilgjp[Klp,n](δKij) + ǫK lp[Klp,n](δgnn)
+ 2gilgjp[Klp,n|j](δgin) +
(
−gilgjp[Klp,nn]− 4gilKjp[Klp,n]
+Kgilgjp[Klp,n]
)
(δγij)
}√
|γ| d3x. (47)
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3.2. α2 — patch
We have already described the subtle points in the previous Subsection 3.1. So, here we
will present only the main steps in calculations and results.
As before, we first transform the α2 — patch in the following way
2α2
∫
Rµν(δRµν)
√−g d4x (48)
= 2α2
∫
Rµν
(
(δΓλµν);λ − (δΓλµλ);ν
)√−g d4x
= 2α2
∫ {(
Rµν(δΓλµν)
)
;λ
− (Rµν(δΓλµλ));ν
}√−g d4x
−
{
Rµν;λ(δΓ
λ
µν)− Rµν;ν (δΓλµλ)
}√−g d4x
= − 2α2
∫ {
[Rµν ](δΓnµν)− [Rµn](δΓλµλ)
}√
|γ| d3x
− 2α2
∫
(±)
{
Rµν;λ(δΓ
λ
µν)− Rµν;ν(δΓλµλ)
}√−g d4x. (49)
The final result for the surface integral reads
2α2
∫
Σ0
{
−(gilgjp + gijglp)[Klp,n](δKij)
+ ǫK lp[Klp,n](δgnn) + g
ilgjp[Klp,n](δgin)
+ (2gilKjp + glpK lp)[Klp,n](δγij)
}√
|γ| d3x. (50)
The transformation of the remaining volume integral into the integral over the singular
hypersurface Σ0 gives us
− 2α2
∫ {
Rµν;λ(δΓ
λ
µν)−Rµν;ν(δΓλµλ)
}√−g d4x →
→ α2
∫ {
[Rµn;λ]g
λκ(δg
κµ) + [R
nν
;λ]g
λκ(δg
κν)
+ ǫ [Rµν;n](δgµν) + [R
nν
;λ]g
λκ(δg
κν)
}√
|γ| d3x. (51)
We do not intend to show all the details of very long and cumbersome calculations, and
present here only the final result for δSgr(α2):
δSgr(α2) = α2
∫
Σ0
{
−2(gilgjp + gijglp)[Klp,n](δKij)
+ǫ (K lp +Kglp)[Klp,n|j](δgnn) + 2(g
ilgjp + gijglp)[Klp,n|j](δgin)
−
(
(gilgjp + gijglp)[Klp,nn]− (8gilKjp + 2glpKij
− gijK lp − gilgjpK)[Klp,n]
)
(δγij)
}√
|γ| d3x. (52)
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3.3. α3 — patch
Calculations of the α3 — patch are much more simple. As before the first step yields
δSgr(α3) = 2α3
∫
Rgµν(δRµν)
√−g d4x.
= − 2α3
∫
Σ0
[R]
{
gµν(δΓnµν)− gµn(δΓλµλ)
}√
|γ| d3x.
= − 2α3
∫
(±)
{
R;λ
(
gµν(δΓλµν)− gµλ(δΓνµν)
)}√−g d4x. (53)
The surface integral is transformed into
4α3
∫
Σ0
{
−2gijglp[Klp,n](δKij) + ǫKglp[Klp,n]
+ gijglp[Klp,n|j](δgni) +K
ljglp[Klp,n|j](δγij)
}√
|γ| d3x. (54)
The contribution of the remaining volume integrals to the surface integral Σ0 equals
2α3 ǫ
∫
Σ0
{
[R;l]g
li(δgin)− gij[R;n|j](δγij)
}√
|γ| d3x. (55)
And the final result is
δSgr(α3) = 4α3
∫
Σ0
{
−2gijglp[Klp,n](δKij) + ǫKglp[Klp,n](δgnn)
+ 2gijglp[Klp,n|j](δgin)− gijglp[Klp,n|j](δgin)−
(
(gijglp[Klp,nn]
+ (gijK lp −Kglpgij −Kijglp)[Klp,n]
)
(δγij)
}√
|γ| d3x. (56)
3.4. Total
The complete variation of the gravitational integral for double layer in Quadratic Gravity
is equal to
δSgr =
∫
Σ0
{{
−2
(
(4α1 + α2)g
ilgjp + (α2 + 4α3)g
ijglp
)}
[Klp,n](δKij)
+ ǫ
{
(4α1 + α2)K
lp + (α2 + 4α3)Kg
lp
}
[Klp,n](δgnn)
+ 2
{
(4α1 + α2)g
ilgjp + (α2 + 4α3)g
ijglp
}
[Klp,n|j](δgin)
+
{
−
(
(4α1 + α2)g
ilgjp + (α2 + 4α3)g
ijglp
)
[Klp,nn](δgin)
− 4(4α1 + α2)gilKjp +
(
(4α1 + α2)g
ilgjp + (α2 + 4α3)g
ijglp
)
[Klp,n]
+
(
(α2 + 4α3)(g
lpkij − gijK lp)
)}
[Klp,n](δγij)
}√
|γ| d3x. (57)
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4. Field equations for the double layer
In this section we will analyze the results obtained so far, and derive the equations of
motion for the double layers.
We already know that the variation of the total action should be zero on the singular
hypersurface Σ0, i. e., δSgr|Σ0 + δSm|Σ0 = 0. From this it follows that
δSgr|Σ0 =
1
2
∫
Σ0
Sµν(δgµν)
√
|γ| d3x. (58)
First of all, we notice that the constants α1, α2 and α3, given in the Quadratic
Gravity Lagrangian L2, enter the expression for the variation δSgr only in two
combinations, namely, proportional to (4α1 + α2) and (α2 + 4α3). If they are
simultaneously zero, then Sµν = 0, i. e.,{
α2 = −4α1;
α3 = α2.
→ Sµν = 0. (59)
But this is exactly the combination of the coefficients in the Gauss–Bonnet term. Thus,
when Riemann curvature tensor undergoes a jump at some singular hypersurface Σ0
(what implies automatically the validity of the Lichnerowicz conditions), then the
Gauss–Bonnet term produces neither the double layers nor thin shells. Such a conclusion
is by no means trivial, because the Gauss–Bonnet term, being topological, does not effect
field equations in the bulk, but contributes to the surface integrals at the boundaries.
Moreover, as can be checked, the appearance of the jumps in the Christoffel symbols
(and, consequently, the appearance of the Dirac’s δ-functions in the curvature) does not
lead to the δ2-terms in the Quadratic Gravity Lagrangian. So, in this case the imposing
of the Lichnerowicz conditions is not obligatory. The problem with the Gauss–Bonnet
term deserve, therefore, further investigation.
Second, let us consider, what happens, if the jumps in curvatures are zero, i. e.,
when [Klp,n] = 0, and no double layer exists at all. We see, that most of the terms in
δSgr disappears, and we are left with the following relation
−
∫
Σ0
{
(4α1 + α2)g
ilgjp + (α2 + 4α3)g
ijglp
}
[Klp,nn](δγij)
√
|γ| d3x
=
1
2
∫
Σ0
Sµν(δgµν)
√
|γ| d3x. (60)
It follows, then, that

−
{
(4α1+α2)g
ilgjp+(α2+4α3)g
ijglp
}
[Klp,nn] =
1
2
Sij ;
Snn = 0, Sni = 0;
[Kij,n] = 0.
(61)
These are the analog of the Israel equations for the thin shells in General Relativity
[1, 2, 3].
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Let us come now to the investigation of the generic case, when there is a jump in the
curvature at the singular hypersurface Σ0, and there is no pure the Gauss–Bonnet term,
i. e., when the double layer really exists. We at once encounter the problem. Namely,
in the variation δSgr we have the term proportional to the variation of the extrinsic
curvature tensor, δKij, while in variation δSm it is absent by definition. What to do?
The solution is in recognizing that δKij are not the independent variations. Surely,
δKij depend on δγij, simply because δKij = −(1/2)γij,n|Σ0 . But, in a sense, the relation
between them is arbitrary, since the solutions in the bulk, i. e., in (±)-regions are of the
fourth order in derivatives of the metric tensor, and they are not uniquely defined by
gµν and gµν,λ at some Cauchy hypersurface. Thus, we are forced to demand
δKi′j′ = B
ij
i′j′ (δγij). (62)
The appearance of the arbitrary function is not absolutely surprising, though it was not
expected at the beginning of our investigation. This is a reminiscent of the δ′-function in
the field equations and, thus, it is a marker for the double layer. Indeed, let us consider
an equation
A1(n, x)δ
′(n) + A2(n, x)δ(n) + . . . = A3(n, x)δ(n) + . . . . (63)
Following the rules of the theory of distributions one should multiply it by an arbitrary
function, say f(n, x), with compact support, and then integrate over the variable n.
The result is
−∂f
∂n
(0, x)A1(0, x)− f(0, x)∂A1
∂n
(0, x)+f(0, x)A2(0, x)=f(0, x)A3(0, x). (64)
Dividing then by f(0,x), one gets
ϕ(x)A1(x)− ∂A1
∂n
(x) + A2(, x)=A3(x), ϕ(x) = − 1
f(0, x)
∂f
∂n
(0, x). (65)
Only now we are able to write down the equations for the double layers in the Quadratic
Gravity.
ǫ
{
(4α1 + α2)K
lp + (α2 + 4α3)Kg
lp
}
[Klp,n] =
1
2
Snn (66)
2
{
(4α1 + α2)g
ilgjp + (α2 + 4α3)g
ijglp
}
Klp,n|j] =
1
2
Sin (67){(
−2(4α1 + α2)gi′lgj′p + (α2 + 4α3)gi′j′glp
)
[Klp,n]B
ij
i′j′
−
(
(4α1 + α2)g
ilgjp + (α2 + 4α3)g
ijglp
)
[Klp,nn]
− (4α1 + α2)gilKjp[Klp,n]
+
(
(4α1 + α2)g
ilgjp + (α2 + 4α3)g
ijglp
)
[Klp,n]
+
(
(α2 + 4α3)g
lpKij − (α2 + 4α3)gijK lp
)
[Klp,n]
}
=
1
2
Sij. (68)
Unlike in General Relativity, Snn and Sni are not necessary zero. This fact was first
discovered and emphasized by J. M. M. Senovilla.
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Here, the singular hypersurface Σ0 was considered as given a priori. But, in
applications, we are dealing with the situation, when the solution in the (±)-regions
are given, and our task is to find the singular hypersurface Σ0, where they may be
matched. In the case of the timelike hypersurface it means that we are looking for the
trajectory of the double layer. Then, the whole set of of the field equations on Σ0 can
be divided into two quite different parts. The nn and (ni) equations, together with the
Lichnerowicz conditions, are needed for determining the surface Σ0, while (ij) equations
serve for determining the “arbitrary” function B iji′j′ .
5. Conclusion and Discussion
The aim of the present paper was, by using the least action principle only, to derive the
matching conditions for solutions to the field equations of Quadratic Gravity in two bulk
region separated by a singular hypersurface. While in General Relativity the matching
surface is called singular, when the matter energy-momentum tensor is concentrated on
it, i. e., it has a δ-function term, and as a consequence, the extrinsic curvature tensor
has a jump there, resulting in the appearance of the δ-function term in curvatures, the
situation in Quadratic Gravity is more subtle. If one assumes the existence of the δ-
term in curvature, this would mean the appearance of the δ2-term in the Lagrangian
in Quadratic Gravity (in generic case), what is forbidden in the conventional theory
of distributions. Then, the curvature may have only a jump on the matching surface.
Since the field equations are now of the second order in derivatives of curvatures (of
the fourth order in derivatives of the metric tensor), this means that the left-hand-
side (gravitational) of the equation will have terms proportional to δ-function and its
derivative, δ′-function. In such a case the singular matching surface is called the double
layer.
The δ′-term in the field equations leads to the very interesting phenomenon. After
integration in the direction, normal to the singular hypersurface, there appear arbitrary
functions in the matching conditions, unlike the General Relativity (all the details are
in the preceding Section 4). But, we were very much surprised when recognized that in
our approach the δ′-function is not even mentioned, and the δ-functions themselves are
just mentioned, the different terms containing them, being canceled prior to integration.
Then, where the arbitrary functions may come from? We solved this puzzle. It appeared
that, in the process of variation of the action integral, after implementation of the
Stokes’ theorem, we are left not only with the variations of the metric tensor on the
singular hypersurface, which one needs, but also with the variations of the extrinsic
curvature tensor, which one does not need. These two types of variations are not, in
fact independent, they are both induced by variations of the solutions in the bulk. And
they are connected by some functions, which are not completely arbitrary, but have some
functional freedom that can be removed in the process of solving the whole problem:
solutions in the bulk plus matching conditions. Thus, the nature of these “arbitrary
functions” becomes quite clear.
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The structure of the equations for the double layer is the following. There are
6 equations (68) that form a 3-dimensional symmetric tensor. The right-hand-side of
these equations is the surface energy-momentum tensor of the matter concentrated on
our singular hypersurface, i. e., the thin shell. In General Relativity these equations
serve for the determination of the thin shell trajectory. In Quadratic Gravity their
role is different, they serve for the determination of the “arbitrary” tensor functions,
specific for every choice of the solutions in the bulk regions. The other set of equations
consists of scalar nn (equation (66))and 3-dimensional vector (ni) ones (equation (67)).
They serve, given the solution in the bulk, for determining the trajectory of the double
layer. The right-hand-side of these equations are Snn and Sni coefficients of the term
with δ-function in the energy-momentum tensor. They were discovered by J. M. M.
Senovilla, who emphasized their importance and called, correspondingly, “the external
pressure” and “external flow”. Evidently, they are not the components of the surface
energy-momentum tensor of the thin shell. Nevertheless, their origin is in the matter
Lagrangian. We guess that Snn and Sni may appear responsible for the matter field
creation by the double layer, and the “external flow” will bring the energy out, thus
destroying the “creator”. In General Relativity these entities are zero by virtue of the
field equations.
The above speculation is based implicitly on the assumption that the singular
hypersurface (= double layer) is time-like. But it could be space-like as well. In General
Relativity the space-like hypersurfaces (= thin shells) were used for a phenomenological
description of the cosmological phase transitions [13, 14, 15] and for the abrupt transition
to the de Sitter phase inside the black holes [16, 17]. In Quadratic Gravity they may
appear to be an adequate description of the creation of the Universe from the black hole
singularity.
In the present paper we confined ourselves to the time-like and space-like double
layers. Surely, there can exist also the null double layers. But the consideration require
quite different mathematical tools and will be done separately.
Two special cases are of particular interest. One of them is the famous Gauss-
Bonnet term. It is topological, i. e., does not effect the field equations in the bulk
and contributes only to the boundary surfaces. Therefore, it can produce its own
double layers and thin shells, absent in General Relativity without adding the Gauss-
Bonnet term to the Hilbert Lagrangian. Our result above that it is not the case
provided the Lichnerowicz conditions are imposed. But, it can be easy checked that,
when configuration of the curvatures in Quadratic Gravity form just the Gauss-Bonnet
term, the δ2 does not appear in the Lagrangian, so the Lichnerowicz conditions are not
obligatory. Therefore, such a situation requires further investigation.
The other special case if one has solely the α3-term in the quadratic part of the
Lagrangian. This is the Starobinsky inflationary model and, at the same time, particular
case of the more general F (R) theory. Such a theory (originally in the so-called Jordan
frame) can be reformulated, by the use of the specific conformal transformation, to the
Einstein+scalar theory (the so-called Einstein frame). Thus in the Jordan frame one has
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the Lichnerowicz conditions on the singular hypersurface, only jumps in the curvatures
and “arbitrary” functions in the equations for the double layer, while in the Einstein
frame — no double layers (only thin shells), no “arbitrary” functions and the δ-functions
in the curvatures. The seemingly controversial situation is explained very simply. These
two incarnations are equivalent only in the bulk, up to the surface terms in the action
integral. In the Einstein frame there is an extra degree of freedom, the scalar field as
the new dynamical variable, what makes it possible to transform theory with the fourth
order derivatives of the metric tensor into that one with only the second derivatives.
And, what is crucial for our consideration, that the conformal transformation involved,
has the jump at the singular hypersurface. It is this very jump that causes both the
appearance of the δ-function in the conformally transformed curvature scalar and the
disappearance of the “arbitrary” functions, depending on the choice of the solutions in
the bulk, replacing them by the jump in the scalar field, depending on the choice of the
solution in the bulk.
Some preliminary results were obtained in [18, 19].
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